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Instructions for the tutorial on
least-squares spectral fitting
using the scanedit program.

Windows VisualBasic Version
Ed Berry 2017

The first tutorial (demo 1) involves fitting a set of spectra of purified mitochondrial cytochrome
bc1 complex obtained after adding different amounts of different reducing agents to reach
different stages of partial reduction of the cytochromes. The second, demo2, involves fitting
spectra of photosynthetic pigments in fractions eluting from a chromatography column. An
extended version of this (demo3) involves setting up the standard spectra and introduces
other features of the program.

Getting the program
Download the program and demos from sourceforge:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/scanedit/files/openspectralworks-1.0/tutorials.zip

Unzip the file to a location on your hard drive or a flash drive (The size is about 6 MB,
unpacks to 9 MB).  It unzips to a directory "SCANLSF" with the executable (scanedit.exe)
and five subdirectories: speclib\, demo1\, demo2\, demo3\, docs\, and
setup\. The doc folder contains this and other documentation files.

On many (most?) systems no setup or installation is required to run the tutorials: the
program will run directly from the folder it is downloaded in. Test this by double-clicking
scanedit.exe in the top folder SCANLSF. If you get an error message see setup.pdf in the
docs folder. If it starts without error, click the "exit" button, or <ctrl-Q> to quit for now.

To “uninstall” simply delete the directory scanlsf and all its contents (running the program
from the scanlsf folder does not affect the registry or list of programs in start menu, or copy
any files to your hard drive, outside of the working directory and %TEMP% directory).
If you will be using the program regularly, some further setup will make it more convenient.
This includes a desktop icon, associating filetypes with the program, connecting with
GhostScript for pdf output, and using environment variables to set some preferences. This is
described in setup.doc. But this is not necessary to run the tutorial.

Getting familiar with the program and running the demo
1. Examine the experimental spectra (spectra to be fit).

Open the scanlsf\demo1 folder in a window and make it small enough to open the
scanlsf\  top folder in another window beside it. This will allow you to drag spectral files
onto the icon for scanedit, which is one way of starting the program.

Now look in the demo1 directory.The files here are a series of spectra named
bfbc1exp.nnn where n is 001 - 035. Drag bfbc1exp.001 onto the scanedit icon in the
main directory. The program will recognize from the .001 that this is part of a series, and it will
keep loading successive spectra until it fails or fills the available traces (72 spectra of this
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size). In this case there are only 35 spectra, so all are loaded.  Hit <ctrl-L>, <enter>; or select
“set limits” from the “display” dropdown menu and click “auto”.  This adjusts the absorbance
limits to display the spectra in memory at full scale.  All the functions of the “set limits” dialog,
as well as other ways to adjust the limits of the absorbance and wavelength scales, are
described in the reference manual, scanman.pdf (or will be- it is far from complete now).

These spectra are of bovine cytochrome bc1 complex (Cytochrome reductase,
Respiratory Complex III) as its redox state was varied by adding different reducing agents. As
you can see, the peaks of the different cytochromes appear independently due to their
different redox potentials. The discontinuity at 470 nm is because the spectrum below 470 nm
was recorded at 4× lower sensitivity.

Figure 1.1. "Stacked cytochrome spectra in different redox states.

To see what happened in sequence, arrange the spectra offset vertically in sequence.
This is done with option “stack spectra” under the “operations” pulldown menu. You can take
all the defaults, except check the box “first on top”, and change the "first wavelength from 340
to 400 so overlap of the dithionite peak (~340 nm) will be ignored. Then just click OK or hit
enter.  Again do <ctrl-L> followed by <enter> to readjust screen limits.  (The program is not
aware of the difference in sensitivity between the short wavelength and long wavelength
regions, so the 1:4 ratio is destroyed by stacking.)
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Each spectrum was given a descriptive comment when it was recorded. To see the
comments, click the “console”  button near the bottom right corner of the graphics window.
This opens a second window with a numbered list of the spectra and their comments. Try to
arrange the windows so both are visible at the same time. Unless you have a very wide
screen, you will not be able to avoid some overlap.

Figure 1.2. The "console"  window lists the spectra in memory and allows selecting spectra.
The buttons at the bottom perform operations involving selected spectra.  Currently only the
first 35 spectra can be listed, and the last five of these come behind the buttons.

In the console list,  the numbers have a colored background which matches the color of the
corresponding spectrum. The list has first on top and last on bottom, which is the reason for
having the spectra arranged “first on top” in the graphics window. Where the comment is
blank, that spectrum is a repeat scan to follow a slow change.

Each spectrum has a checkbox to select spectra for various operations which we will not go
into now.  Check the box for one of the spectra, and click the button below labeled “identify”.
The corresponding spectrum flashes for a second or two to help identify it.  Then middle-click
one of the spectra in the graphics window. The spectrum flashes (so you can see you clicked
the one you intended to), a box pops up telling which spectrum that is (click OK to dismiss it),
and the corresponding spectrum in the list gets check-selected.  These features can be
valuable when there are a large number of spectra, as the colors repeat after 15.
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2. Examine the standard basis spectra.
These are stored in a different file format, designated
by the .mtx extension.  This format is used for holding
a number of spectra that will be used together for a
specific purpose. In this case,
SPECLIB\BFBC1_OX.mtx, they are the basis spectra
for fitting bovine bc1 complex in various redox states.
(The .mtx extension is short for matrix. I have been
using .mat for these files, and that may still show up at
some points in the documentation, and the program. I
am only switching to .mtx now to avoid complications
when MS Access or MatLab lay claim to the .mat
extension. You can use .mat or .mtx interchangably
with scanedit,)

You could just exit the program and drag the icon
of that file onto the SCANEDIT icon, but let’s open it
from inside the current instance instead, if it is still
running. From the FILE menu on the graphics window
select “LOAD” (or hit <ctrl-O>) to bring up the file
dialog.  Use the dialog box to navigate to the speclib
folder: first double-click on the directory above (scanlsf) then under it doubleclick speclib.
Now in the file list below select BFBC1_OX.mtx, and from the list of options on the left click
“load .MTX”.

OK to the warning that old spectra will be cleared as number of points is different (this
version requires all files in memory to have the same number of points).  The fact that the
experimental spectra cover a wider wavelength range than the fitting spectra is not a problem
for fitting- provided all the points covered by the fitting spectra are included in the
experimental spectra, the fitting program will selectively load the subset of points it needs.

The screen is redrawn with the new wavelength range and the spectra are plotted.
<ctrl-L><enter> to rescale the display.  Click the “console”  button to refresh the list of
comments.  These are the basis spectra for fitting beef bc1 complex.  The blue spectrum
which is positive everywhere is the oxidized bc1 complex. The sharper spectra are difference
spectra (reduced minus oxidized) of cytochromes present in the bc1 complex
The complex has three cytochromes, each of which can be oxidized or reduced, so in
principle there are six components we are fitting. However they are not independent:
whenever the reduced form of one cytochrome increases the oxidized form decreases by the
same amount. And the three cytochromes are always present in the same ratio. Thus we can
fit any redox state with a single absolute spectrum (1) and three difference spectra (2-4).  The
bc1 complex is often contaminated by a trace of cytochrome oxidase (605 nm bump in some
of the experimental spectra), so we also include a cytochrome oxidase difference spectrum
as number 5. Finally, to allow for baseline offset and low curvature baseline differences due
to e.g. turbidity, traces 6 and 7 contain a constant offset and a slanted baseline.
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Figure 1.3. Standard Basis spectra for the cytochromes of the bc1 complex.

Figure 1.4. "Descriptive
Comments" for the basis spectra
for fitting cytochrome bc1
complex. In terms of linear
algebra, these spectra form a
"basis set" that spans the subspace
of all possible spectra of the
bovine bc1 complex.
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5. Least-squares decomposition of spectra into linear combinations of standard spectra.
If you have followed up to this point, the scanedit program is running with its data directory
being scanlsf\demo1 (Loading .mat files doesn’t change the working directory). If the
“console” window is still open, dismiss it to reduce clutter.  If you are starting here, drag one
of the *.nnn files in the speclib/ directory onto the scanedit icon, which will start the program
and set its data directory to this folder (and load the spectra, but that is irrelevant because
any spectra in memory are discarded when the fitting procedure starts).

Select “LSQ fit” from the LSQ fit dropdown menu - It is the only item there.
This brings up the LSQ setup dialog box.

Figure 1.5. The Least Squares Fitting dialog box.
Basically there are three things to set:

1. The standard basis spectra to be used for fitting: The top row of items on the dialog box is
all about the basis spectra. Uncheck the box that says “start in lib dir” (since you haven’t set
up speclib as your lib directory). Press the “choose“ button to bring up a file dialog box, and
navigate to the scanlsf\speclib\ directory. Select “bfbc1_ox.mtx” and click OK.

2. The spectrum or series of spectra to fit: The second and third rows define the spectra to be
fit. Click “Browse” in the third row, navigate to the scanlsf\demo1\ directory (it should start
there), and select bfbc1exp.001.  While you are there, note that the last file in this series
is bfbc1.035. Click OK. Manually enter 35 in the “Last” box (or click the “Last” button and
select the last file to be fit).

3. Desired output:  The results of fitting can be saved in a number of formats listed in the
bottom half of the GUI, to be selected by checking boxes. For most people the .csv
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spreadsheet format will be the most useful, and it is checked by default. With this program we
try to avoid the “black box” feeling where you give it your spectra and you get a bunch of
numbers with no feeling for where they came from. Therefore during the process each
spectrum is displayed, together with its best fit and the residual trace. This allows visual
inspection to decide whether the fit is satisfactory. A bad fit probably means there is some
component in the spectrum that is not accounted for in the basis spectra.  These plots can be
saved in a postscript or pdf document (pdf requires GhostScriptTM to be installed- see setup
doc) which you can go back to, to assess the reliability or to try to understand what is going
wrong, without running the fit again. The residuals can be saved as spectra, which is useful
for working out a basis for unknown sectra.  For now we will just go with the .csv.  Autofill the
filename boxes with the name of the basis spectra by clicking the “fill” button.

Ignore the “ignore range” line in the middle of the window. This is for ignoring a spectral
range where a peak goes off scale or another component interferes; leave it unchecked.

Figure 1.6. Displaying the fit: Spectrum 10 here is fit badly, apparently because it was
changing during the scan.  The experimental spectrum is magenta, best fit is green, and
residual red.

Now click “begin”. The experimental spectra being fit will flash by one after the other in rapid
succession. The actual calculation of the least-square fits takes place during this stage. Then
in a second pass the fits are displayed and the residuals calculated. One at a time, each
spectrum is displayed (magenta), together with the best fit linear combination of basis spectra
(green) and the residuals (red).  On the right below the screen is given the spectrum number
and comment, and the rms error of the fit (in units of .001 Absorbance). After you have
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examined each fit, press <enter> to go on to the next. If you enter X before pressing <enter>,
it will proceed through the rest with a short delay for inspection of each. If you enter Z it will
zip through the rest without waiting.  Notice that number 10 fits very badly. It seems that the
spectrum was still changing while it was being scanned, so that no combination of the basis
spectra could fit the whole thing. This is why it is good to actually look at the fit!

After the last spectrum is displayed, you are left in the idle program with a blank screen.
However the values in the setup gui are retained, so you can re-run by selecting LSQ fit and
pressing begin again. Otherwise exit or minimize and find the .csv file saved in the directory
with the spectra being fit (“demo1” in this case). If you have MS Office installed, it will have an
icon like an Excel file. Double-click it to open in Excel.

The first column is about the spectra being fit, first row is the basename and below that the
number of each spectrum. The first cell of the second column is the name of the file with the
basis (fitting) spectra. Below that are the comments from each spectrum being fit. Make the
second column wide enough to expose the full length of the comments.

Figure 1.7. The .csv file output by the LSQ routine.

To the right of that are columns for each basis spectrum. In the first row is the comment
describing that spectrum (too wide for the cell, click in cell and read it in the entry bar), and
below are fitting coefficients used for that spectrum in fitting each of the experimental spectra.
If the basis spectra are for unit concentration, e.g. uM as they are here, then these fitting
coefficients can be taken as the uM concentration of that component in the given spectrum.
Here the first basis component (column 3) is the absolute spectrum of oxidized bc1 complex,
so that column gives the concentration of bc1 in the cuvet, which doesn’t change. The next
three difference spectra,  reduced minus oxidized, so the fitting coefficients give the extent of
reduction of each cytochrome in uM units.

The last two columns give the rms “magnitude” of the spectrum being fit and the rms error in
fitting (both in “units” of absorbance).

Having the results in excel format is often convenient for the next stage. If these were
successive time points in a reaction or column fractions in an elution profile (as in demo 2),
you could plot the concentrations vs time or fraction number. If you are analyzing a bunch of
samples, you can correct for dilutions using excel and make a bar graph of the results.


